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Presidents George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George Bush and Jimmy 
Carter walk on stage at the William J. Clinton Presidential Center 
dedication ceremony Nov. 15 in Little Rock. Several members of the 
Harding community attended the event. 
Little Rock hosts 
big celebration 
of Ointon' s past 
""""w-~r~1A 
BRIAN HALL 
student reporter 
The William J. Clinton Presidential Center opened 
Nov. 15 in Little Rock to a crowd of celebrities, politi-
cians, dignitaries and a few of Harding University's 
faculty and students. 
Capping off a week of festivities, the cold, rain-
soaked event drew an estimated crowd of more than 
25,000. It featured four of the five living presidents 
together in Arkansas for the first time in state his-
tory. President George W. Bush and former presidents 
Jimmy Carter and George H . Bush all took the stage 
to salute the Clinton legacy. President Gerald Ford, 91, 
was not able to attend the event. 
Barbara Streisand and Oprah were a few faces in 
the crowd, in addition to President David Burks and 
Dr. JeffH!)pper, dean of the Honors College. The event 
had a special significance for Dr. Jack Shock, associ-
ate professor of communication, who served during 
Clinton's first term as director of presidential letters 
and messages. 
"For me persenally, the highlight was reuniting 
with old fcieods from my days in Washington, Shook 
s~d. "My entire White House of-
fice- §taff was in Little ROOk .fur the 
dedlcal:iOb, a.t}O we bad a great time 
~tcl:ling \:lP with e~h other. 
Putt!ngpru:tisanship aside uni-
tY was ~ C9mmon thread among 
each ~residents' speeQh. 
'1t was ~t to near the p.resl-
aents bQ bi-partisan, Burks said. 
"They tend to talk abou.t unity 
and.a love for <:ountry more than 
partisan$ip.-It was good. b~ 
we need ~ e unit.ed." 
The cen~r's design :Was also 
· based on unity and Clinton's commitment to build a 
''bridge to the 21st Century." 
"I do hope that the theme of the bridge will be 
used to bring people together from around the world," 
Hopper said. "Anti-American sentiment is very high 
around the world right now. It was much better dur-
;m:g Clinton's presidency." 
Visitors to the library can benefit from the center's 
I!lbre than 18 million pages of records and doctiments, 
75,000 gifts and artifacts, and 80 million e-mail mes-
sages. The center will also house the Clinton School 
ofPublic Service, the first school in the nation to offer 
a master's degree in public service. 
Sophomore Alex Cone, who heard Clinton speak at 
an event the day before the library's dedication, said 
students will be inspired after visiting the center. 
"I think young people interested in civil service 
[who] visit the library will be more inclined to pursue 
careers in politics when they see what Clinton was 
able to achieve in his past," Cone said. • 
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Coming home heroes 
Graduate student, unit members return from Iraq 
SUSANNA SMITH 
student reporter 
Much of the 2nd Battalion of the 
153rd Infantry Regiment returned 
from Iraq Nov. 11 as the first of Ar-
kansas' 39th Brigade. Among those 
who arrived in Searcy on the buses 
was Staff Sgt. Wayne Westerholm, a 
Harding graduate student who works 
with campus security. . 
Westerholm had been in Iraq for 
seven months, first going active in 
October 2003, and then shipping out 
to Iraq in April2004. Westerholm's 
unit was the first to come back be-
cause they had previously worked in 
Egypt on a peace-keeping mission, 
fulfilling 11 months of the 24-month 
limit a reservist can be ordered to be 
on active duty. 
"It's really funny around here be-
cause a lot-of people knc:rw .. th r. &-
been gone, and they're just now seeing 
me and its not clicking with them," 
Westerholm said. 'All of a I)Udde~ they 
realize, 'You're not supposed to be here. 
Oh, you just got back .. "' 
Wester holm said a lot of pedple 
were concerned about him. . • . 
"P~ople sar , 'I'm glad to ~ee }'ou 
back m one piece' and I'm thinking, 
'Yeah, I'm glad to be back in one piece,"' 
Westerholm said. 
As a squad leader, Westerholm said 
he led his squad on patrols in northern 
Baghdad and nearby towns. 
''When we went out on our. patrols, 
especially in some of the smaller towns 
and areas we hadn't been in, people 
would come running, particularly the 
kids," Westerholm said. "It was kind 
of like a parade." 
Yet the trip was not without its 
terror, Westerholm said. 
"The first few days that we took 
seine mortar rounds, I would just watch 
the plumes go up," Westerholm said. 
"They were probably about 250 to 300 
meters away. However, later in the de-
ployment when we started engaging 
the enemy and being engaged, I found 
the hardest thing was getting back out 
there again knowing that they'd prob-
ably be shooting at me." 
However, unlike most of the reserves, 
Westerholm had experience in taking fire. 
In addition to the peace-keeping mission 
in Egypt and the Kuwait mission he bad 
performed as a reservist, Westerholm 
had also served in Somalia, Cuba and 
Panama while on active duty. 
"It's been easier coming back this 
time than my other deployment," 
Wester holm said. "Because of that 
deadline, we had to be back and off 
orders by a certain date. Two weeks 
ago, I was in Kuwait, the week before 
that I was in Iraq. There hasn't been 
time to think about what it was going 
to be like when I got home." 
On top of his rushed homecoming, 
Westerholm said he has been pi'ecxx:u.pied 
with registration for·spring classes and 
getting acquainted with the changes 
in Harding security protocol. · 
Westerholm said Harding has done 
a great job caring for him and his fam-
ily while he was away. He also said he 
Staff Sgt Wayne Westerholm, a 
Harding graduate student, patrols 
the streets of Bob al Shan, a 
small town about two miles north 
of Baghdad in Iraq. Some of the 
Searcy-based unit returned home 
Nov. 11 after spending seven 
months in Iraq. 
A soldier in Westerholm's squad 
guards a man while his vehide is 
being searched. Westerholm said 
the <*iver inadvertently bypassed a 
barricade at a bridge on the Tigris 
River. Westemolm's squad was 
helping repair the bridge after a 
Coalition bomb damaged it at the 
WAYNE WESTERHOLM/Courtesy photo Start Of the War. 
greatly appreciated the moral support 
the school gave him, like the packages 
from security and the magazines from 
the Public Relations office. 
"All those signatures from the stu-
dents on the paper- they sent a copy 
of that to everyone that was overseas," 
Westerholm said. "I had that posted 
above my cot." 
Though separation from family is 
not new to Westerholm, he said it hurts 
none-the-less. The first time Wester-
holm had to leave his home, in 1999, 
his son, Andrew, 5, was only 5 days 
old. Westerholm said he has been de-
ployed for 30 months of Andrew's life, 
and now that Andrew has him back 
after a year deployment, Andrew gets 
sad even when Westerholm leaves for 
his security job. 
''When I'm off, I'm just focused on 
my mission," Westerholm said. "I can't 
get upset about what's happening over 
here because I have no control over it. 
I can give my wife some moral support 
from overseas, but it's not quite the 
same thing as being here and giving 
her a hug when she needs it." • 
.. 
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE 
Two fonner Searcy residents murdered 
Two former Searcy High School students 
were killed early Nov. 21 following an alterca-
tion at an intersection in Heber Springs. 
An 18-year-old male and a 20-year-old male 
were arrested in connection with the deaths 
of 21-year-old Chad Watson and 22-year-old 
Shan Collins, Heber Springs police told the 
Daily Citizen. 
The suspects were transferred to Batesville 
for arraignment. 
School improvements to cost $2.8 billion 
A report released Tuesday revealed that an 
immediate $2.8 billion dollars may be needed to 
start improving Arkansas school buildings. 
The report was the result of a study conduct-
ed to estimate the cost of making the physical 
improvements the Arkansas Supreme Court 
ordered in 2002. 
The cost of the improvements may balloon 
to $4.5 billion over the next five years, accord-
ing to the report. 
The report considered fom priorities in mak-
ing the improvements, including critical health 
and safety needs, less critical h~ating, ventila-
tion, mechanical and a:ir condition problems, 
iteins less immediately necessary and general 
aesthetic improvments. 
The $2.8-billion also includes $585 million to 
meet space requirements. The $4.5 billion takes 
into account increases that would occur as the 
buildings age and costs rise, space requirements 
and enrollment growth. 
Anchonnan Brokaw retires after 22 years 
NBC anchorman Tom Brokaw retired Wedens-
day from his almost 23-year career in broadcast 
journalism. · 
The 64-year-old announced in 2002-he would• 
bEi retirin~ iif6tder to pth's\le otherllitetests in.:·: 
Cluding'speniii.Dg :tinle Onhis ranch ii:t Montana. 
Howeve , he told the A:ss<kmted ·Presst'he Will ; 
continue to air three documentaries a year for 
NBC and would be willing to ''report for duty" 
when a big story breaks. 
Brokaw joined NBC in 1966, worked as the 
White House correspondent from 1973-1976, an-
chored ''Today" 1976-1981 and "Nightly News" 
since April1982. 
Brian Williams will fill Brokaw's position on 
the ''Nightly News." 
Law prohibits owning bolh a cat and a dog 
A city in Utah has agreed to reconsider an 
ordinance that prohibited pet owners from hav-
ing both a dog and a cat. 
A family in Provo, Utah, discovered the ordi-
nance when they tried to purchase a kitten at 
an animal shelter. People at the animal' shelter 
told the family they could not have the kitten 
when the family said they already had a cat 
and a dog. 
The ordinance allows residents to have two 
cats or two dogs, but not a cat and a dog together. 
The city council agreed to change the law next 
month after receiving complaints from various 
residents. 
FACES IN THE (ROWD 
B Kay Standifer, freshman 
Hometown: Monroe, La. 
Major: Accounting 
Jimi Hendrix or Bob Mar-
ley: Bob Marley 
Taco Bell order: Chicken 
fajita burrito 
Longest road trip ever: 
From Texas to Jacksonville, Miss.- it lasted 
about a day 
Who do you most admire? "Jesus, because 
He is my everything." 
Christmas wish: 2002 black Lincoln Navigator 
What do you want to be when you grow up? 
A lot of things- either a high school teacher, a 
voice actor, a cartoonist or an actor. 
What cartoon are you most like? "Vegeta from 
Dragonball Z he is very aggressive with his en-
emies, he doesn't back down from a fight." 
THIS WEEK 
SUNDAY 12.05 MONDAY 12.06 TUESDAY 12.07 
WEEKLY WINDOW 
CAMPUS IN BRIEF 
Wortd's oldest man dies at 113 
Fred Hale, who appeared in the 
Nov. 12 issue of the Bison in recog-
nition of his status as the world's 
oldest man, died Nov. 19 at the age 
of113. 
Hale, the gres.t-grandfatherof~e 
Goode, adjunct teacher in the College 
of Education, died in his sleep at a 
nursing home in New York, 12 days 
short of his 114th birthday. 
Video game testers needed 
Seniors i1.1 the computer science 
department are looking for 200 
volunteers who are willing to test 
video games. . 
The testing lasts one hour and 
can be done through Dec. 11. Tes-
ters will spend 20 minutes per game 
playing each of the three versions of 
"Creeper," a student-created game, 
and then testers will rank their fa-
vorite versions. 
The rules for Creeper will be ex-
plained when testers arrive or can be 
found oriline at www.otb-games.coni/ 
creeper/rules.html. 
All games can be played against 
a computer player, a friend at the 
same computer or a friend at an-
other computer, so testers are en-
couraged to bring a friend or fa:mily 
member. Testers must~ at least 9 
years old. Those interested can sign 
up for a time at www.harding.edu/ 
dsteillschedule. 
Last day to choose meal plan 
Students should select their 
meal and DCB plans for the spring 
semester through Campus Pipeline 
by today. 
Students can choose a plan by 
clicking on Student Services and 
Financial Aid then Registration 
under the My HU Info link. 
After Dec. 6, meal plans will be 
assigned if a selection has not been 
made. 
Foundation honors Harding 
Young America's Foundation re-
cently named Harding as one of the 
top 10 conservative colleges in the 
United States. 
The foundation reoognized the best 
colleges in the country that strive to 
maintain and strengthen conserva-. 
tive values in students though the 
college's mission and program. 
Contest deadline approaches 
Entries for the Jo Cleveland Cre-
ative Writing Contest must be 'sub-
mitted by Monday, Dec. 6. 
Contest rules are available in 
American Studies 300 and on-
line at the English department's 
Web site. · 
VNNJ.harding.edulthebison/ 
(OMING UP • 
12.03 Lady Bison basketball v. Lyon College, 
home,6p.m. 
12.03 "The Ugly Duckling," LitHe. Theatre, 7 p.m. 
12.03 'The Bourne Supremacy," Benson, 8 p.m. 
$2 or free with the Pass 
12.04 Lady Bison basketball v. St Edwards 
University, home, 2 p.m. · 
12.04 'The Ugly Duckling," Little Theatre, 7 p.m. 
12.04 Bison basketball v. University of Alabama-
Huntsville, home, 8 p.m .. 
12.04 "The Notebook," Benson, 8 p.m. 
$2 or free with the Pass 
12.05 Men's open house, 6:30- 8:30 
12.05 Dead Week begins 
12.06 Bison basketball v. Montevallo, 
home,8p.m. 
12.09 Lady Bison basketban v. University of North 
Alabama, home, 6 p.m. 
12.10 Lady Bison basketball v. University of 
· Alabama-Huntsville, home, 6 p.m. 
12.10 "Elf," Benson, 8 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass 
12.11 "Elf," Benson, 8 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass 
12.13 Finals Week begins 
12.18 Graduation 
.. 
WWIN.harding.edu/thebison/ NEWS 
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison 
A lady in waiting 
A ladybug sits on a dangling leaf on a tree outside the Benson Auditorium. The change of seasons on campus provided a new look 
and scenery for the students to enjoy before Thanksgiving break. 
Seniors present double feature 
BREWOOD 
student reporter 
Two one-act student plays, 'The 
Ugly Duckling'' and 'The Mad Break-
fast," will continue showing in the 
Little Theatre at 7 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday. Tickets cost $4 or are 
free with the Pass. 
Junior Katy Vancil is directing 
'The Ugly Duckling," based on AA 
Milme's fairy-tale adaptation of 
~ecliissiechildi'en's story. Vancil 
described the play as a comedic 
love story set in a fairy-tale land 
and time period. 
"It is very Disney," Vancil said. 
"If you're looking for a cute laugh 
and a good love story, this is defi-
nitely a good show." 
In the play, everyone in Princess 
Camilla's kingdom thinks she is 
ugly until Prince Simon shows up 
and sees her true beauty. They fall 
in love, and, of course, live happily 
ever after. 
'The Ugly Duckling'' stars junior 
Caleb Lowry as the King, senior 
Heather Stringfellow as the Queen, 
freshman Morgan Clyde as Princess 
Camilla, freshman Alex Blair as 
Prince Simon, freshman Jodi Pit-
tard as Dulcibella, freshman Jess 
Hines as Carlo and junior Jeremy 
Painter as the Chancellor. 
"It's definitely one of the fun-
niest shows I've seen in a long 
time," sophomore lighting de· 
signer Elissa Dykes said. "It's a 
good break from the monotonous 
constant flow of homework we are 
subjected to." 
Immediately following "The 
Ugly Duckling," senior Christa 
Abernathy will direct the perfor-
Jll8.ll.ce of "The Mad Breakfast." The 
play is a· ct>medy set in th,e 1930$. · · 
that tells about a practical joker 
named Mr. Jones who lives in a 
boarding house in England. 
Mr. Jones, who iS played by fresh-
man Jerry Lafevers, answers an 
ad in the newspaper from someone 
wanting to do a st~y .on an in-
sane asylum and invii;es Mr. Long, 
played by senior Brant Roberts, to 
conduct the study in the boarding 
house under the assumption that 
all the occupants are insane. 
Mr. Jones tells the tenants dif. 
ferent stories of Mr. Long's iden· 
tity, labeling him as a long' lost 
prince, a manager looking to hire 
an actress, an inspector of board-
ing houses, the reincarnation of 
Napoleon and other lies to help 
build on his enormous joke. 
The King, portrayed by junior Caleb Lowry, talks to the Chimcellor, played by junior 
Jeremy Painter, during the dress rehearsal of "The Ugly Duckling" Wednesday night. The 
play opened Thursday and will continue tonight and Saturday night in the LitHe Theatre. 
''It is a really fun show," Aber-
nathy said. "I have been working 
with the script since February, and 
I still laugh at every rehearsal The 
way the script'is written, and the 
cast that I have, I think everyone 
can relate to at least one of the 
characters." • 
$450 Group 
Fund-raiser 
Scheduling Bonus! 
; Four hours of your group's 
time PLUS our free fund-
_faising solutions EQUALS 
$1 ,000 to $2,000 in earnings 
for you group. Call today 
for a $50 bonus when you 
schedule your non-sales 
fund-raiser with Campus-
Fundraiser. 
Contact CampusFundraiser 
at 888-923-3238 or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
HEY PUNK. 
ROCK HER. 
www.tarasgold.com 
268-4684 
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Quarter seekers 
• • • com new options 
REBECCA KING 
student ~porter 
Students may be at Harding on 
a ques!: for knowledge and truth, 
but sometimes campus life can 
lead to other searches as well-
like hlinting for quarters ~eeded 
for washing laundry. 
Although the campus has a 
quarter machine in each of the 
two main Laundromats, students 
occasionally have to search for 
quarters when the machines do 
not work or are unavailable. In 
addition, the laundry rooms in 
the upperclass dorms, like Shores 
and Pryor halls, don't have quar-
ter machines at all. 
Because necessity is the 
mother of invention, students 
have discovered 
alternate way10 to 
acquire quarters for 
laundry when the 
regular services are 
unavailable. 
Freshman Trey 
Long said the ma-
chines had been out 
d. quarters occasion-
ally in his experi-
ences at the Laun-
dromat, but he always found a 
way to·get quarters anyway. 
"One time I had to walk to 
the gjrl's Laundromat for money," 
Long said. "I walked all the way 
back [to the men's Laundromat] 
with $5 worth of change." 
If he didn't walk to the other 
laundry room, Long said he just 
used the resources available in 
the men's Laundromat to create 
new ways of getting q~au.e~ , 
"I would put $1 bills in-the 
candy machine and hit,the 're-
turn change' button tp get quar-
ters," Long said. "But, that only 
worked until the candy machine 
ran out of quarters." 
Going to the business office to 
get a $10 roll of quarters is an-
other alternative to the quarter 
machines. 
Robin Lashley, who works in 
the business office, said about 40 
students a week come in to get 
rolls of quarters, especially on 
Thursdays and Fridays so they 
can do laundry over the week-
end. The business office lets 
students get as many quarters 
as they might need. 
"We don't have a limit, but 
people usually don't get more 
than one roll," Lashley said. 
"That's a lot oflaundry." 
Other students go to the Heri-
tage Inn front desk in hopes of get-
ting change. John Boone, Heritage 
Inn front desk worker, said it is 
not unusual to help 10 students 
during an eight-hour shift when 
he works on weekends. 
"We want to service students 
as best we can," Boone said. "Serv-
ing students is the main thing. 
We sometimes limit the amount 
to $3 to have enough of a supply 
to last the weekend. We want to 
be fair." 
Freshman Rosa 
Colon said she wciuld 
be in favor of elimi-
nating the quest for 
quarters by follow-
ing the example of 
some universities, 
like Abilene Chris-
tian University, and 
having csld-operated 
laundries. 
Card-operated 
laundry services are provided 
in each residence hall at ACU 
and students are provided with 
a la~dry card from their resi-
dence hall staff upon check-in 
and completion of a laundry 
agreement. 
"The Sears dorm girls were 
discussing it," Colon said. "You 
should be able to just slide a card 
o:t: something." 
Campus security is responsi-
ble for. emptying and refilling the 
quarter machines in the Laun-
dromats, but when a machine 
malfunctions, it is the responsi-
bility of an outside company to 
come and make repairs. 
However, Captain Kevin Da-
vis, assistant director of campus 
security, said security is some-
times able to fix small problems 
without calling the company. 
"A lot of times the machine is 
just jammed," Davis said. "We fix 
it, and it works again." • 
------~~~-----
FIRST· COMMUNITY BANK 
-FDIC 
Where community comes .first. 
2801 E. Race Street 
207-6030 
2401 W. Beebe Capps Exwy 
207-6000 
www.firstcommunity.net 
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Prime Care Medical Clinic, 205 E. Race Street, provides an option for students who need 
medical care after nonnal business hours. The office is open until8 p.m~ during the week, except 
Wednesdays, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. · 
Afterhours clinic· 
benefits students 
ALEXIS OLIVER 
student reporter 
Warnock said because he under-
stands the financial burdens that 
students often face, he will often give 
Around the time Thanksgiving medication samples to help students 
break ends and the Christmas sea- with expenses, will work with most 
son begins, many students begin to types of insurance and can make ar-
become overly stressed, lose much rangements to send students' bills 
sleep and adjust to the change of directly to their parents. 
weather, all of which sometimes Senior Rebecca Sane, employee 
lead to sickness. at Prime Care, said their goal is 
For students who get sick dur- to get students seen as quickly as 
ing the evenings Or Wee~nds and. w>ssil>le. 1 • • I 
aren't able to make an, apl?9~~e~~. ,-. : '~s pl¥,-~~is grea~. for Jiafd- _ 
with their regu4u- doctor, the PrunE! mg ·students and caters to tlierr 
Care Medical Clinic on the comer . n'eedS " Sane saia. ''We are seeing 
of Main St. and Race St. is a con- more and more Harding students 
venient option for walk-in medical everyday." 
care when the illnesses or injuries Although sophomore Chenoa 
aren't worthy of emergency-room Hames has never needed to go to 
treatment. the clinic, she said she liked the 
Open since Sept. i8, 2003, Prime fact that making an appointment 
Care Medical Clinic is operated by wasn't necessary. 
Dr. J.P. Warnock, a "It's always nice 
Harding alumnus. ''We're nobody's first-time to have a walk-in 
Womack said the doctor; but everyone's part-time cliiri.c to go to when 
clinic began after doctor." the other medical 
several Harding centers are closed," 
health care man- 'I DR. J.P. WORNOCK, Hames said. "It's 
agement majors '' m;.£CAREMEDICAI. CUNIC not like you plan 
gave surveys- tQ on being sick, you 
their health care know?Soyouneed 
missionsclasSunder . ·~· , anoptionifit'snot 
the scipervision df ssistant pro- an ER-type emergency." 
fessors of busi;ne$11}i,}'t09'fiaa Bell Warnock said he wants to add to 
and Teresa Vick~ Seventy-four the clinic and hire two more doctors 
percent of the students surveyed so the clinic's hours can expand. 
responded that there was a need The doctors will trade off working 
of an afterhours/weekend clinic in at the clinic since he is currently 
Searcy, Warnock said. the only doctor at the clinic. How-
"I just want to assist the com- ever, he said most of his patients 
munity by providing a needed ser- have another regular doctor they 
vice," Womack said. use most of the time. 
Womack said Harding-mrr'ses "We'renobody'sfull-timedoctor, 
often refer students to the clinic but everyone's part-time doctor," 
when their office closes. Warnock said. 
Pat Rice, RN and director of stu- ·The clinic provides many services 
dent health services: at Hatrung-, saii:l. offered by a family clinic and the 
having an afterhoursclinicha$ ~ ER-So~ provided include: 
a nice option for students who oome allergy shots, mino:t: fractures, drug 
to the nurses station at the end of screenS, phys¥:als, skin procedures 
the day. ,. and on-site.X-Rays. 
''We once had a very .sic)t. young Prime Care is open every day 
man come in around 4d5 p:m.,- the e_?[cept W ~dne~ay;>'from 3 to 8 
time we usually close" Rice said. p.m.; on Saturdays from 10 a.m. 
''We were able -to refer him to Dr. to .5 p.m.; a,nd on Sundays from 
Warnock, which was a very good 1 to 5 p~m. ' 
thing because he ended up having Call 501-279-9000 or go to 
to go to the hospital." www.primecare-searcy.com • 
. 
STUDENT DIS.COUNT 
One-Topping -Pizzas 
Medium $5 Large $6.15 
268-9000 
carryout or Delivery 
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight 
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m. 
~ NEWS www.harding.edu/thebisonf 
Learning the Greek legacy 
HUG students experience Biblical lands first hand 
Editor's rwte: The following article 
is the personal account of soph-
omore Travis Wz.sely, a student 
attending Harding University in 
Greece_ this fall. 
TRAVIS WISELY 
Contributor 
If you had asked me to de-
scribe Greece for you before 
I came to HUG, it may have 
sounded something like this: 
';It's really old, and the Olym-
pics started there." 
True, the Olympics were 
started in Greece thousands of 
years ago, though I fear many of 
us may have learned that just 
this year, but Greece is so much 
more than several millenniums 
of athletics and competitions. 
Greece has quite possibly con-
tributed more to the function, 
the charisma and even the in-
habitants of the modern world 
than any culture preceding or 
succeeding it. 
Now I in no way profess to 
be an expert on the domino ef-
fects of Greek history; I'll leave 
the expertise up to 
Jerry and Diane 
Myhan, the direc-
tors of HUG. How-
ever, throughout 
the past three 
months, com-
pletely engulfed 
and surrounded by 
its presence, I've 
gained a greater 
appreciation for the 
i,mpact that <freete has had on 
'even my'own ~heltered, Ameri-
'ca'Iflife. · ·- · · ,, 
· 'I'his semesteiha.s been unfor-
gettable.' Taking 40 Christians 
and p~opping them down in a 
world that is foreign, yet familiar 
through the Scriptures we have 
The HUG group ponders a reading of Acts 17 while over1?01<ing Greece from atop Mars Hill. "I 
can't explain my feelings as I stood atop Mars' Hill gazing over the ancient Athenian marketplace 
where Paul most defin~ely would have walked," sophomore Travis Wisely said. 
' .. 
studied since we were young, is ingly at Moses and refused to 
a brilliant move that has pro- let God's 'Jleople go. I can't ex-
duced brilliant effects. -. · plai.J;J.,beca)..l~,1Vords on a page 
I can't explain my feelings can never recreate those expe-
as I stood atop Mars Hill gaz- riences. 
ing over the ancient Athenian Even our excursions to sites 
marketplace where Paul most that have no religious signifi-
definitely would have cance to us are burned into my 
walked, or describe my memory. The Athenian Acropolis 
emotions as I strolled with the magnificent Parthe-
through the theater non: a temple that was built 
of Ephesus where an completely of curved lines and 
angry mob of ancient different sized columns to coun-
Greciansoncescreamed teract an optical illusion and 
for Paul to be thrown make all the columns appear 
out of the city. perfectly straight. 
I can't write down The exposure to a history of 
my thoughts as I scru- our religion that few ever get to 
tinized the complex experience, the opportunity to 
pipe system of Laodi- look upon monuments, tombs 
cea where the "lukewarm" wa- and temples that predate the ex-
ter would have flown from the istence of history, as well as the 
mountains. I couldn't recreate fond memories, shared moments 
my gaping silence as . ~ J.ookeA: , "' d ;pJlbreakable bonds formed 
down at the shrive1 ~ace 6f~i ' :W:itliin have made my 
man wh9-r-wi'll.S'ind.s of years trip to Harding 
befor~-1 \vEI.s a t hought in my a trip that has its own 
ua:rettts' minds, glanced reprov- legacy. deep within 
• 
f!W.hardjng.edulthebison/ 
• 
• 
'kating: * * * 
• Difficulty: Easy 
• 
• 
Ingredients: 
1 package of 6 English muffins 
1 small jar pizza sauce 
O oo oo 
8oo 
1 Comments: 
Fast an .neap. This recipe 
tastes ~at. but try toasting 
the f'W.Iffins before tossing 
them ~ the microwave for a 
8 ounce package shredded Mozzarella cheese 
48 slices pepperoni (or meat of your choice) 
Pour sauce on to open face muffins. Place 4 slices 
little crispiness. 
• 
of pepperoni on each muffin. Top each muffin with a 
generous amount of cheese. Bake in microwave for 2 
minutes or until cheese is melted. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. ite Chocolate Popcorn 
·!www.recipecottage.com 
~ lngre(llents: 
:!.3 sqth almond baric or whits chocolate 
· 2 bi!.Q!UTlicrowave popcorn 
Melt the almond bark or white chocolate in 
the rnicr6wa.ve·and drizzle over popaorn while 
sti~ ccwtinuously. 
;;Rating: *·. * * 
ifficully- Medium • 
ditor's Cvm,.nts: • • • • • 
·1bls recipe is wqpderful. buibs • • • • • • • • • • • 
:ara{uf not to bv~ chocclate. 
ry microwaving on Low for 30 
: ec;ond insrsments. ~lso, buy your 
·"op~rn unbuffered alfiJ unsalted. 
: . . 
"' ;I 
-4' 
"' .~ . ~... 
" .. 
J 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . 
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AVE 
• • 
Need a quick, inexpensive• ll'eal? 
Try these easy microwavable 
. . 
s1nes 
• 
CHELSEA ROBERSON Some local bookstores may carry 
photographer cookbooks dedicated to ·crowave 
• • • • • • c~king, and some regulax cookbooks 
Al~Ujh tl.e c&feteria ~des daily ~Ve Sjption o_r chapter on~ su.b-
nouriaiurient for the m8.]onty of the Ject as well.lle<:,y>es can also be found 
stu•ent body, there are always days online by using"\~ engine, ~ch 
when one does not want to venture as Google, to help sfudtmts make some-
• into the crowded masses of hungry thing quick and easy. 
• students just to' push and shove for a Along with some very extravagan~ 
plate of food. recipes for dishes, such as p-.ched • 
With the semester coming to a close, salmon with dill sauce or .mushrqpm- • 
quite a few students are running dan- stuffed chicken breasts, are somes· -
gerously low on their number of meals ple, ihrutpenSive, donn-friendly recipes • 
left, and alternate paths to fulfill the that anyone can make-are available• • 
stomach have to be explored. as well. • 
Many students are turning to their With a click of the mouse, a micro- # 
•• 
microwaves, George Foreman grills and wave recipe for just about anything 
toaster ovens in order to make a quick imaginable can be found. Scrambled 
meal, to have available a bigger vari- eggs, chi>colate cake, sticky buns and 
ety of meal options and to save a few mini quiche are just a.few oftlle endless 
swipes of their meal card. ampuntjl of recipes that can be fOUnd. on • • 
The microwave is often the most the Internet. All of them can be fixed • • popular kitchen appliance among in the comfort of a dorm room with the 
students because of its pure simplic- press of a button. • 
• ity and inexpensiveness. Though sometimes very simple, mi- • 
• ''You can do almost anything with crowave recipes can be elaboratedo • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
the microwave," freshman Mary Greer and modified to result in the perfect: 
• said. "My favorite thing to cook is pop- culinary creation. For example, smle 
~m." of the dessert recipes can be implWVed 
~icrowaveable m~I,!Js ar~ ~v:e~ , witJ;l. m~liinallows, n~~ or· fW~g .. 
aVailable for students at th.e l:{aillliig 1\;{am distie'S can b~ s.P'J,ce up Wit h·· 
Uni er.sity Mini-Mart. $tore· bought sauces ar vgetables of 
"Il~e to cook the rice dishes. from. some s.ort to complet$he meal. 
the mini-~ freshman Chelsey Mor- The. most imJ2<)rtlmt -part of cooking 
gan.said. "It's v.-y .filling." with a mi~wlrve is keeping a Close 
In !idd:i.tion to the4!natiy, Iji~ws,ye- • e1-e em t1te fooa to mak-e sure it does 
able food products tha:t can be fod'hd not overcook. When overcooked in a 
at any grocey:y store recipes for miero- microwave, food can easily catch fire, 
waye cool§ng are-available~ make it but more importantly, the smell of the 
an enjoyable edible experience. burnt food will last for days. • 
2-Minute iracle Microw ve Fudge 
www.recipezaar.com 
Ingredients: In rnlcrowa\'eable bowl, blend 8tJd8r 
1 lb. confectioner's sugar and cocoa. Add butler and mlk on 
112 cup ()l)(l()8- top of ti'hlure. <4* on high tor two 
1/2 cup buttsr rrbdes. Ren1oYeald add vanilla. 
1 Tsp. vanilla extract stir well with wooden spoon. Pour RBI 
1/2 cup chopped pecans Into square baking pan. Spdnlde with 0 . ~ 
1/4 cup mDk chopped pecans. 
to add your 
own ideas to spica things up. Also, 
be sure to heat the beans before 
you put them on the nachos . 
• 
• 
• 
II 
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·students exchange jingle bells for wedding bells 
JENN BONZAGNI 
student reporter 
D
uring midterm exams, se-
nior Clarice Camp~ll's desk 
was not only covered with 
textbooks and notebooks, it 
was also used for wedding 
invitations and envelopes. Now, 
as the semester comes to end, 
Campbell is balancing school-
work, a job at Ryan's restauxant 
and final p~:eparations for her Dec. 
27wedding. 
Planning weddings for Christ-
mas break may mean extra time 
management for couples, but it is 
becoming more common among 
Harding students. Campbell said 
she and her fiance senior Jeremy 
Brazas, are getting married in De-
cember because they got engaged 
in March. 
"The summer would have been 
too soon," Campbell said. "But we 
didn't want to wait for 
the next summer, so we opted for over the Christmas break will be 
December." about time. 
JuniorsAlecia Warren and Matt "I think it will be better," Vath 
Eastridge said they planned their said. "We won't have to make time 
wedding for Dec. 18 so friends from to go and be together; we Will ju;st 
Harding would be able to attend be together a lot inore. We will 
the wedding, which will be held havetomakequalitytime, though, 
in Cabot. and not take being together for 
"We knew our friends could stay granted.". 
around a day and not have to make Warren said having a new name 
an extra trip," Warren said. and adjusting to another person's 
Campbell said she thinks get- schedule will be the biggest adjust-
ting married while ments for her. 
still in school will 'We Will hB.veto 
make it easier to "The summer would have work around each 
adjust to married been too soon .. But we other's schedule and 
life before having didn't wat to wait for next figure out y;hen we 
to worry about summer, so we opted for willbothbehomeand 
graduating and December." have dinner on the 
getting jobs. table," she said. 
"We won't have C RICE CAMPBELL In order to make 
to deal with get- LA 1 SENIOR the transition easier, 
ting situated with Warrensaidsheand 
each other [after Eastridgehavebeen 
graduation)," she said. "We will goingthroughpremaritalcounsel-
just have to deal with new things ing with Dr. Randy Willingham, 
in oux lives,r associate professor of Bible. The · 
At the same time, 'PJannin~ a co~g has'lieen or~e of Ffie ~t 
wedding while workirig·and attendc 'pdrtS o'f p'laiinitrg fo the \Vetlding, J 
fng SChOOl did get OVerwhelming She said! l I 
at times, Warren said. "W~ sit and talk about oux per-
"I had to take it one day at a sonalities and laugh about how we 
time," she said. "It meant putting know each other's personality so 
priorities where they need to ' well," Warren said. ''It's fun to 
be from day to day. Every day share with another person." · 
was different." · •- Vathsaidheenjoysthecouple's 
Senior Kyle Bible class that the Alexanders 
Vath, who is and the Collins teach at CollE!ge. 
manying senior chuxch. . · :· · ' 
Melissa Ward As the final preparations fall into. 
Jan. 1, said place, Campbell said she is glad 
he predicts the wedding is almo:et here. · 
the biggest "I'm getting more eX:cited now 
adjustment that it's getting closer," J:~he said. 
involved "Since I have been sc;'btisy with 
in getting work and school, I haven't J:iad much 
married time to get excited aboufit~'' • 
WNW.harding.edulthebison/ 
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.Magic returns in third Harry Potter film 
JACLYN ROBERTS 
student reporter 
Something wicked came thi13 
way on DVD and Video Nov. 23 
as Harry Potter faced all new evils 
in the third filn;l4t J.K Rawling's 
series, "Harry Potter and the Pris-
oner of Azkaban." 
· A new directer, Alfonso Cua-
ron brought a divergent taste to 
the third thriller which was one 
of mO'St anti ·pJlted fllbJs <if 
the summ.e1:. The me'r.ry school 
days are a bit d.a.rker, and the 
oncehappy halls ofthe 
school are more eau-
tious and. gloomy. A 
sophisticated serious-
ness that did not exist 
inside the last two films 
is present throughout 
the thlrd. 
The stellar cast of 
mostly returning actors. 
includes Daniel.Radcllife 
as Harry Potter, Rupert 
Grint as Ron Weasley. 
Emma Watson as Herm-
ione Granger and Maggie Smith 
as Professor Minerva McGonagall 
Following ~h~ death of Richard 
Harris, Michael Gambon donned 
Professor Albus Dumbledore's long 
white beard and wise, mysterious 
manner. Gary Oldman joins the 
cast as the eseaped convict: Sirius 
Black, and Emma Thompson peel'S 
into the future as Professor Sybil 
T.relawney. 
Anchored together they took on 
the challenge of telling the tale in 
onefilmtbatt.ooka22-phap~b<)ok at the school of witchcraft and 
to catch reader's.far-awa):imagina- wizardry. . 
tions. Although some fans of the While the pages of the books do 
books tll.ought the movie left out hold a phenomenon that is nearly 
crticial information, the story did impossible to reach physically with 
capture the highlights of the third ca:meras, the movie has delightful 
year with a new professor and his vis~tion, ll1ld captures a !:nag-
secret identity another cempeti- ic tha:t allows audience memba:s 
tive season of Quidditch, a se<;ret from 4 to 4 7 years old to sit back 
reve~ed about Ron~s pet xat an and be amazed. 
all ~knowing I!lap qf .the casUe . ~mylUghexpectationsfor 
and the appearance of th(} blQO(i- this .magjcal flick were pleasap.tly 
chilliilg dementors~ The plot Slso 11ewarde . The dramatic GOJiffic~ 
included a possible heart: to-he~ and thrilling events the new director 
· · · between.RonandHermiane, managed to ~te with the return-
a time-rewinding clock., ing cast of talented characters won 
the esca-ped prisoner my approval. I went back for an 
of Azkaban and a tmcc:>re in theaters and I can'fwaif 
new (ather-figure' torenttheDvD wbi~.ispacked 
for Harry. with exclusive~~. allogwarts 
Before he starts timeline, interactive galn.es tours of 
the third year of the castle andcommentariesfi;om 
school, Harry fac- t:he.cast, crew and fi lmmakers, as 
es temptation and well as with Potter's creatm:, J.K. 
b1owsupAuntMarge Rowling. l have te say, there is a 
in a fit of anger and different-and ~ost gloomy glow 
sees a death omen on to the film. but I enjoyed watching 
a dark night. His first the story play out just as well. • 
days of classes only strengthen his 
sense ofJilreboding as his new, in-
sane divination p~fessar predicts 
a grim future and.his'Nhnbus Two 
Thousand is shattered into little 
shards of flying wood when he 
falls off it during the first Quid-
ditch game of the year. 
As the year progresses, he dis-
covers the value of time, rescues 
a doomed magical creature known 
as a hippogriff, and learns to con-
quer the dementors, while manag-
ing to graduate yet another year 
**** t¥,4l 
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'Witty pop roci< spills out of 
Jiinmy Eat World's fourth 
PAYTON BARTEE 
student reporter 
On fire Since-their last release, 
emo-rock group Jimmy Eat Worl,d 
is back under the musical spotlight 
with "Futures.' ' The band has all 
the makings of a Cinderella suc-
cess story: Cemposed offour child-
hood friends, the ~u_p.:muddled 
around in the indie scene for 10 
years before hitting it big with the 
summer hit, ''The Middle." The 
album responsible for garnering 
their success, "Bleed American" 
(later changed to a self-titled album 
after Sept. 11), was well received 
by critics and fans alike. 
"Futures," the band's fourth 
studio album, takes full advan-
tage of the situation in which the 
bandmembers o[J'.unmyEat World 
have fo'Und themselves. 0ne goal 
they had was to keep the appeal 
of·newer .fans going with the 
witty pop .rock. Another was to 
keep front man Jim Ad.kins'Jy:Jj-
cal talent from previous albums in 
high SJIPply f9r Iong-time aficiona-
dos. Spending 
roughly three 
years writing 
and developing 
"Futures," the 
bandhas·creafr 
ed a very plea& 
ant medium of 
thetwo. ' 
The title 
track ditches 
the trend of 
an album's 
first song to be weak. A common 
characteristic found throughout 
the entire album and evident e'Ven 
on the first traCk is that it doeSn't 
hOld 'back. Energy pours out from 
Adkins's vocal crescendos, and 
dynami~ yet melod:io guitar rif'fs 
am aplenty. Something tdnotein 
thiS song is the political jab found 
within the first 20 seconds. 
"Just 'l'onight'' is a solid sec-
ond track w.ith another po$itively 
chargedip.troduction..lt is a pure 
rockerwitha definite ''Bleed Amer-
ican" feel As publicly stated by 
the lead singer if thesefust two 
tracks dcm'tcatchyour attention, 
you need to put "Future_s" down 
right.l!I.OW. 
The thlrd song, "Work," is a 
more emo-geared track that stays 
shrouded on thedarksideofJ'muny 
Eat World. Worthy ofulot;41g ar.e 
the background vocals provided 
by up-and-coming roclt singer 
Liz Phair. LyricalJy, this song is 
quintessential Adkins, chalk-full 
<if clever on,e-liners that really help 
to embed tl:ie song furtbecinto the 
bead. At this point in the album, 
the band begins planting son~ 
in murkyspil Adkins' songs have 
drifted into sadneps before, but 
never to the extent that they do in 
"Futures." 'Thisis a stal'k, honest 
portrayal of empty relationships, 
drugs and loss. 
The following track, "Kill," 
uses savvy guitar work inter-
twined with talented drumming 
to deepen the sense of musical 
plis$. Granted. this sopg may not 
catch on as quicldy as ·others on 
the album, ~utI p,ersonally see 
it as "Rutuxes'" diamond-in-the-
rough. The fifth song, "The Worid 
You Love " boasts .an exceptional 
chorus but some lyrics just feel 
out of place. Not to worry· the 
guitars help can:y it along. 
N¢ is the-groups first 'Single 
:from thed:isc, "Pam" Thesingle:is 
abri.sk,hook-drivenintroduction 
to the album, and comes across 
as a self-contained satire on the 
poppy, sing-along anthems for 
which the band :is known. 
Clockingmatnearlysevenmin-
utes, "DrugS or Me"ls lethargic. 
1t's certainly not a hQrriQle song, 
but if you're a fan ofJimmy Eat 
World's quicker, livelier tracks, 
you will be Jess than enthusias-
tic about it. 
A song of similar quality is 
found in "Polaris." 
This eighth track 
demonstrates how 
Adkins' singing tugs 
at your heartstrings 
while putting together 
a solid song. "Noth-
ingwrong" carries 
surprisingly heavy 
guitar work and a 
remarkably bleak 
outlook on life. 
A whispered intra 
by Jim.Adkins opens "NlgbtDrive.'' 
Liden with background falsettos, 
sweetly sung verses show alot of 
thought an!} dedicatiqnfrom the 
lead einger. 
The album's finale is "23 "and 
it is an excellent choice f~r the 
en:d. This solid, 'thoughtful. and 
sometimes dark song possesses 
an emotional punch that com-
pels the listener to experience 
it agaln. 
After the initial shOck of the 
albu.rlt's stark-themes, thelistener 
will oomato:realize that it's actually 
a much. more completeandhonest 
work than its predecessor. Rang-
ing from soulful emo to pop-rock 
to an almost progressive sound, 
"Futures" has it all. It makes a 
:few less-thlUl-perfect strokes 
here and there but the overall 
po:rtraitisvivid ana magnificent. 
,Hmmy Eat World is all.grown up 
now, and they've ru>t something 
to say. rm going to enjoy listen-
ing ... are you? • 
**** tt}/4} • Mere d:m1alai 
canbebndat 
\WIN~ 
I •• 
I ', 
Talk of the Town 
Antique & Vintage Jewelry 
Brooch and Earrin·~ Sets 
Multi-Strand & Glass Beads 
Signed Designer Pieces 
Your dad wiiilove .getting a bill . 
from us because he will know th·at 
we took good care. of you. 
''l\ girl's best friend" 
114 East Center St. 
Downtown Searcy 
1 0-5 Tuesday - Saturday 
501.268.8928 
Boyce Arnett, P.D. 
Class of '66 
268-3311 Casey McLeod, Pharm.D 
Class of '97 
(And you didn't have to worry about the money!) 
.. 
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Columnist struggles to find elusive ideas 
K, I'll be entirely honest with you. 
I am straight up dry for inspiration 
for this article. 
I have no idea what to write about. 
I'm completely drawing blanks. 
Have you ever had just a great big men-
tal emptiness where you feel like ought to be 
all sorts of creative, clever, insightful, witty, 
sharp things? 
I'm there right now. 
What to do, what to do, what to do ... 
I don't know what made me think of this 
right now, but I'm remembering when I took 
a trip to Albuquerque, New Mexico, with my 
friend Matt last year for Spring Break. 
That was a lot offun. We drove, so it took 
some 13-plus hours, but we made it in one 
piece. 
We did have a nasty run-
AARON RUSHTON 
Big Guy, 
a· Mouth 
On a completely related subject, I like Ha-
waiian shirts. · 
I've got a rather impressive collection of 
Hawaiian shirts. 
1 think it's numbered into the mid 20s 
now. I know it's big enough that I can wear 
a different Hawaiian shirt 
in with a homeless man, 
though. 
We had stopped to get a 
drink and hit the can and 
whatnot in Tucumcari, N.M., 
which is a nice little town on 
Route 66. . 
We're at a Texaco next to 
a Holiday Inn, and I went 
inside, used the bathroom, 
grabbed a Dr. Pepper and 
some chips, and headed back 
out to where Matt was wait-
Have you ever had 
just a great big mental 
emptiness where you 
feel like ought to be 
all sorts of creative, 
clever, insightful, witty, 
.sharp things? 
every day for three weeks 
straight without repeating 
(or doing laundry). 
I'm still stumped as to 
what I could write about. 
I'm just staring at 
the screen, beating my 
head against the key-
board, coming up with 
things like; yk9nkcfhjy768 
906y5312flh76n hjyufmjhc-
gfru aNJn78kgldos ml;cv 
ing in the truck. 
Well, there was this homeless man who 
had been over at the Holiday Inn asking for 
a handout or something, but he'd struck out 
and wandered over to the Texaco. 
I didn't have any change when he asked 
me, since I'd just used it paying for my 
snack. 
So he sees my Dr Pepper and my chips 
and gets all peeved and says, "Well, you 
could afford a drink and some chips, but you 
can't give a poor old man any change?" 
I was kinda feeling bad, but all I had was 
some 20 dollar bills. I'm sorry, but I'm not 
about to give a homeless man a twenty. 
So he's getting more ticked off at me and 
he rears back and kicks me in the shin. 
So I guess I got my kick on route 66. 
iponhjgfv inhj;p, and while 
that's fun, it doesn't really do 
too much for my chances of a book deal. 
What is it about our minds that makes 
them so astoundingly creative yet so con-
foundedly stubborn? 
Oh, and while I'm thinking of it, Gary 
Pickle is t:he.most under appreciated artist 
of our time, or of anytime. 
So, back to that... other thing I was talk-
ing about... What was it? 
'Ah, yes! Not knowing what to talk about. 
I am still clueless. 
l'~e got an idea! 
111 .write about not knowing what to write 
about! 
AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist for the Bison; He 
can be reached at AaronRushton@gmail.com. 
LmERS TO THE EDITOR 
LEWIS 
Just 
Ramble 
2.5 million reasons 
to become a nerd 
The answer: this brain has 
a fan base larger than Shaft, 
is writing a book and has more 
money than Donnie from New 
Kids on the Block. The question: 
Who is Ken Jennings? 
Who is Ken Jennings? He is 
only the winningest "Jeopardy" 
contestant of all time with more 
than $2.5 million to his name. 
But now he's the Daily Double 
answer in the pop culture history 
category. 
In a breathtaking episode 
Tuesday night Jennings lost 
to California real estate agent 
Nancy Zerg. The answer: "Most 
of this firm's 70,000 seasonal 
white-collar employees work only 
four months a year." Jenning's 
question: ''What is Federal Ex-
press?" Zerg's correct question: 
"What is H&R Block?'' 
And just like that what 
was once called history-in-the-
making was made. No re-
grets, however, according to an 
MSNBC.com article. He's fine 
with it. He misses the game. But 
hey, he has $2.5 million. I'd say 
he doesn't have any regrets. 
What I love about Jen-
nings was how he unknowing-
ly restored the nerd. Now the 
Screeches of the world can sleep 
at night bEJcause they will wake 
up in the morhing and be the 
winners of the world. Only the 
nerds can get 2, 700 right an-
swers on "Jeopardy" and make 
more money in 7 4 games than all 
five members of NKOTB current-
ly have in their bank accounts. 
RENEE LEWIS is a student reporter and may 
be contacted at relewis@harding.edu. 
Gay marriage rights deserve a second look Don't allow clubs jerseys to divide Christians 
In this recent presidential election, I think it's fairly accurate 
to say that Bush won on "moral values." One of the very influ-
ential issues was gay marriage. 
We as a Christian community were told and were led to be-
lieve that by voting for Bush and therefore against gay mar-
riage we were voting the Christian way. 
On the surface, this seems true. Any person who thinks that 
homosexual behavior is not in conflict with the Bible is either 
not reading the Bible at all or is reading with a blinding bias. 
However, what I would like to see the Christian community 
stop and think about is this: Does preventing homosexual mar-
riage and/or "civil union" really forward the cause of Christ? 
At this point, you may pause and scream, "Of course it does!" 
But instead, calm down and continue reading. 
Do you believe that preventing a person involved in homo-
sexuality from being married will convince that person to cease 
his or her immoral behavior? And do you think that having 
relationships with many partners is better in the eyes of God 
and better for the individual than having a committed, monoga-
mous, long-term relationship? 
Briefly, to those who in answer to this question would quote 
our esteemed President Bush and say they seek to "preserve 
the sanctity of marriage," I would point out that the hetero-
sexual community has left very little sanctity to be preserved. 
Many studies estimate that the heterosexual divorce rate in the 
United States is around 50 percent. 
And to our great shame divorce rates within the church are 
found to be no better. 
In a place like Harding, where we claim to be educated and 
thinking Christians, it is important that we choose our course 
of action not from a gut response, nor from the prodding of poli-
ticians who would like to use us as a springboard to power, but 
from careful and prayerful contemplation that has a cohesive 
purpose and a plan to achieve that purpose. 
Craig Bettenhausen, senior 
I don't even know how to begin this letter other than to say 
I [was] hurt by [the actions of some clubs at the All-Club Devo 
Friday, Nov. 7]. 
I sat in the All-Club Devo with my group of girls Friday 
and wept because of the bitter venom being spread all over 
the Benson Auditorium. 
I don't care who did what. I don't care if it was all done in 
"fun," because, I'm sorry, none of that was in fun. None of it. 
Luke 6:31 says, "Dq unto others as you would have done 
unto you." 
That doesn't mean you should blatantly ... disrespect an-
other club. 
I wept because the body of Christ was divided [that night] . 
I went to Dustin Vyers, student activities coordinator, af-
ter the devotional and told him that I was embarrassed and 
ashamed to even be a part of this whole club process and that 
the body of Christ [which] sat in that very room was divided 
because of stupid jerseys. 
I wanted to get up and walk out. Not only was I ashamed 
to be part of the whole club process, I was ashamed to be part 
of a student body that claims to be Christians, but will take 
any opportunity to verbally bash their brothers and sisters. 
The whole point of a social club is to have spiritual growth 
and unity. 
We are close sisters in one club, or brothers in another, but 
Christ commanded us to be unified as a whole. 
Let me tell you something, brothers and sisters. Our social 
clubs are a privilege. 
The University allowed social clubs to be formed for our 
benefit. They thought that the clubs would help us grow spiri-
tually. 
Remember, we're in God's club. Unify. Don't make some-
thing that is supposed to be fun and spiritually uplifting tum 
into a stumbling block. 
Ashley Kennedy, senior 
.. 
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Out of control -. 
·Athletes, fans need to adjust behavior 
rofessional athletes surprised their fans the locker rooms. His opinion of the fight went 
· et again o_ver the Thanksgiving holiday. against what many expected to hear from the 
The game was fairly uneventful until stereotypical NBA ba_ske.tb~ll player. He talk-
Ron Artest of the Indiana Pacers fouled ed about how the entrre mcident was a com-
Detroit's Ben Wallace. In response to· plete embarrassment to both teams and to the 
the foul Wallace shoved Artest and members league. He said the members of the NBA were 
Of both te~ms scrambled to separate the two. • paid'-a {ot' Of·-money to ~ntertain and receive . 
' Artest quiqkly steppecfback and laid down on harassment &om the fans, th~t the fans were 
~he scorekeeper's t able to co<;>l off his pea~eful the reason the players got paid, and that no 
surrender soon erupted into one of the largest ~atter what happens, a pla~er sh~mld not be 
NBA fights in history. A Detroit fan decided m the stands, let alone fightmg With a fan . . 
to express his frustration by thro~ng a cup _Two ~eeks :Uter tl\e ~vent_, fingers are still 
at Artest and Artest retaliated With a ven- berng pornted rn every drrect10n, but now the 
gearice~ ' law is becoming mor~ i.'rtvolved and fans and 
The Nov. 19 brawl between Pacers and players alike are facfng the possibility of j~ 
the Pistons and the fans at Detroit's Palace time for their actions. Two fans who were m-
Arena provided fans with a different kind of volved have been banned from the Palace. 
entertainment, and now people are looking at Artest and eight other pl~yers h~ve .been 
spending time behind bars rather than behind handed the longest suspension penod rn NBA 
the basketball goal. history, totaling more than 140 games, and 
While many questions linger about the in- they'll ~o it withou~ pay. . 
cident one question sticks out more than the Despite the pumshments, people are still 
others: ''Who's to blame?" talking about what needs to be done. Maybe 
Sports analysts blamed the players, saying the distance between the fans and th~ court 
that they have no place in the stands. Oth- should become grea~er. Maybe athl~tlc _ven-
ers were blaming the man who threw the cup ues need to stop selling alcohol earlier m the 
at Ron Artest and the fans who then proceed- games. Maybe fans need to know when play-
ed to fight with the players and anyone else ers have had enough harassment. 
around them. Some went .as far as to blame While all these concerns are valid, it is Art-
the NBA itself, saying that its players "are the est and the other involved me.m~er_s of the 
victims of their own self-perceptions." NBA who must answer for this mcident. No 
Scott Pollard a forward for the Indiana matter what provokes them, NBA players 
Pacers was int~rviewed shortly' after secu- should be as accountable for their actions as 
rity had given the press permission to go into any other American citizens. 
"I once cut down a bush 
to use as a Christmas 
tree, so that kind of 
puts me in the mood for 
,Christmas." 
-Greg Seiders, senior 
TALK BACK 
How do you get into the Christmas spirit? 
"I wear festive 
socks and listen to 
Christmas music." 
- Lauren Nicholson, senior 
"As soon as Thanks-
giving is over it just 
automatically feels like 
Christmas to me." 
-Sara House, senior 
"I like to listen to 
'Alvin and the Chip· 
munks Christmas' 
CD, drink hot cocoa, 
walk around Berry-
hill Park and watch 
'A Christmas Story."' 
- Kristi Ensor, senior 
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December brings 
best and worst 
year has to offer 
h, Decem.ber - truly the 
most wonderful time of the 
year. All this love and joy 
... and wassail. 
I mean, you've got your 
holiday greetings, your gay hap-
py meetin~ when friends come 
to call, and the bulk of your 
Christmas break to boot. 
Like most things in life, how-
ever, we must pay for it dearly 
- hence the wasteland of classes 
between Thanksgiving break 
and Christmas. 
This is the part of the semes-
ter we all hate- faculty and stu-
dents alike. 
Faculty are starting to real-
ize we will never make' it to 
the elusive last page of the text 
book. (In all my years of classes 
in U.S. History, no teacher has 
ever made it past WWII. About 
the only things I know about the 
70s and 80s are that there was 
"a gas shortage and A Flock of 
Seaglills.") 
Meanwhile, students are be-
ing pun-
ished for 
wishing to 
graduate 
co~l~ge, py 
a constant 
barrage of 
tests, quiz-
zes and proj-
If having a true 
Dead Week is not 
an option, I think we 
should at least stop 
calling it something 
it's not. 
ects. (Which yes, we have known 
about all semester, but if we 
were ready to do the projects in 
August then the class wouldn't 
have been necessary.) 
Consider the Popsicle: de-
licious right up until the last 
few bites but leaves that nasty 
wooden-tongue-depressor taste 
in your mouth at the end. 
To tie this little analogy to-
gether, this proverbial Popsicle 
is the semester, and that nasty 
wooden-tongue-depressor taste 
currently in your mouth is from 
this stretch of classes we're 
gnawing our way through. 
I believe a true celebration of 
Dead Week would go a long way 
toward helping students handle 
the extreme workloads they in-
evitably face this time of year. 
If having a true Dead Week is 
not an option, I think we should 
at least stop calling it something 
it's not. It's kind of like break-
ing up the fall semester with a 
weeklong Fall Break where we 
all go to classes, do homework 
and take tests. 
And if, however, we abso-
lutely must name "Dead Week" 
something, maybe we could re-
name it something a little more 
appropriate to the occasion, like 
Normal Week. 
Next week, the Bison will be 
conducting its annual self-eval-
uation survey. Keep checking 
your campus mailbox to see if 
you've been randomly selected to 
participate. If you are so fortu-
nate, I ask you take a few min-
utes to fill out the survey. Your 
feedback is crucial to the con-
tinuing growth of the Bison. 
STEVEN PROFAIZER is editor of the 
Bison. He may be contacted at 501-279-
4471 or at sfprofaizer@harding.edu. 
I 
~ 
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Lady Bison Classic begins tonight 
Sophomore Betsey Glover dribbles the ball during the team's first regular season game 
Nov. 15 against Arkansas Baptist University. The team set a school record for most points 
scored in a game with its 107-38 point win over the Lady Buffaloes. The 69-point margin 
of victory was also a school record; it topped the previous school record of 58 points that 
the 1997 team set when it beat Ambassador. 
SARAH CRIST 
sports editor 
The Lady Bison Classic will be-
gin Friday at 6 p.m. in the Rhodes 
Field House as Harding seeks re-
venge on Lyon College after losing 
to the Pipers Nov. 16. 
Ouachita Baptist University, 
from Arkadelphia, Ark., and St. 
Edwards University from Austin, 
Tex. will also play in the compe-
tition. 
"The weekend is not really a 
tournament," coach Brad Francis 
said. ''The match-ups are prede-
termined so we will play two of 
the three teams. Since we'll play 
Ouachita Baptist twice this sea-
son in conference, we won't play 
them this weekend." 
The Lady Bisons will enter the 
tournament with a 4-2 record and 
with back-to-hack wins over the 
Thanksgiving break. 
The team defeated the Univer-
sity of North Alabama Nov. 27 by 
a score of 59-57 when senior Jamie 
Simpkins launched a three-point 
shot from half-court with three 
seconds left in the game. 
"I wasn't supposed to shoot the 
ball," Simpkins said. ''I was sup-
posed to get the ball at half-court 
and then pass it down the court, 
but everyone was being guarded 
so I just launched it. I was really 
surprised when it went in, but it 
was awesome." 
Harding led by as many as five 
and UNA as many as six, but the 
Lady Bisons out-shot UNA by 10 
percent, giving Harding the win. 
'The entire game went back and 
forth, if we scored they would take 
the ball down and do the same 
and vice-versa," Francis said. "At 
the end of the game we had one 
option so we set up the play and 
it worked." 
Besides being happy about the 
out come of the game, Francis said 
he was excited about the effect the 
win had on the team. 
''Those kinds of games can re-
ally help a team mentally during 
a season," Francis said. "UNA 
thought the game was over but 
we didn't give up and it paid off. 
The positive outcome of the game 
is a great morale booster." 
The team went on to beat the 
University of Alabama - Hunts-
ville Nov .. 29 with the help of 
freshman guard Kinsey Tucker's 
34 points. 
Tucker scored 25 of the points 
in the second half of the game and 
became the first freshman in school 
history to score more than 30 points 
in a game. Tucker is now tied for 
seventh place for most single-game 
points as well. 
"We expected great things out 
of Kinsey," Francis said. "She has 
really stepped up in the last few 
games, and her shots have just 
started falling. She did an amaz-
ing job against UNA" 
Francis said he is proud of the 
way that his team has performed 
so far this year as well. 
"I feel good about the way we 
have started the season," Fran-
cis said. "We weren't sure what 
to expect since we had so many 
new and young faces on our team 
along with our returning players 
who were coming back from in-
juries, but they've done a great 
job and I'm excited about what's 
to come." • 
Volleyball team's season ends 
Trip to nationals concludes with loss to Washburn University 
VALERIE HENDRIX 
student reporter 
The Lady Bison volleyball team 
lost 3-1 to Washburn University 
in the first round of the NCAA II 
South Central Regional Tourna-
ment in Kirksville, Mo., Thursday, 
Nov. 18. 
The Lady Bisons lost the first 
and second games 30-19 and 30-
28, won the third game 30-26, but 
lost the fourth 30-28. 
Coach Keith Giboney said going 
into the competition he expected 
the women to perform at the best of 
their ability, and after it was over, 
he said they definitely did. 
Giboney said it was tough go-
ing up against such a good team, 
but the girls met all his expecta-
tions. 
'We don't have anything to hang 
our heads about," he said. "Overall, 
it was a great season." 
Junior Synda Veitenheimer said 
she loves the competition of the 
sport most of all and was really 
looking forward to winning. 
Veitenheimer, an outside hitter, 
reached a career high with 26 kills 
in one game; her record of kills for 
this season is 525. 
"It was frustrating because we've 
never won a game at regionals," 
Veitenheimer said. "Washburn 
hadn't either so we thought we 
definitely had a chance to beat 
them." 
The Lady Bisons have gone 
to regionals the last three years 
and have been beaten in the first 
round every time. This year the 
women played the number 15th_ 
ranked team in the region, Wash, 
burn, who they had not met yet 
this season. 
Although the players were dis-
appointed about the. 
. '· 
their last game were Arnie Mor-
rison, Leanne Lackey and Ashley 
Kellum. 
Morrison, who became the NCAA 
Division II digs leader afer record-
ing 33 digs in the final game, said 
it is going to be difficult to not be on 
the team anymore, but she knows 
she has to move on. 
"It wasn't easy to lose this 
last game," she said. "But, I 
don't have any regrets over the 
last ~our years." 
loss, they all said 
they had positive 
attitudes about the 
competition. 
Senior Kate 
Kennedy has 
been to regionals 
all three times, 
"It was frustrating because 
we've never won a game 
in regionals. Washburn 
hadn't either so we 
thought we definitely had a 
chance to beat them." 
Kellum said she 
feels passionate 
about the sport 
and will keep on 
playing. 
and this was her SYNDA VEITENHEIMER, JUNIOR 
last game to play. 
"My favorite 
thing about the 
game is the rush · 
of a long volley and 
then winning that 
volley fur the score," 
She said she had 
mixed emotions 
about this game, 
being excited to play, nervous to 
lose and sad that she would be 
leaving the team. 
''I love everything about volley-
ball, especially my teammates and 
the positive interaction we have," 
Kennedy said. 
The other seniors that played 
Kellum said. 
The team left 
Nov. 16, just 
after returning from the Gulf 
South Conference tot<rnament 
on Sunday. 
With the tournaments being 
so close together Coach Giboney 
said it was difficult for the women 
to keep up with school, but that 
all of the women were good about 
keeping up with their work even 
though they missed a lot of class 
time. 
He said they take their books to 
study in the bus and hotel rooms, 
and he even has administered tests 
in the hotel lobbies before. 
"I know this is a critical time 
of year for all students," Giboney 
said. "We try to have plenty of 
downtime for studying." 
The team has laptops that travel 
with them so they can keep up on 
papers and reports. 
Kennedy, a student in commu-
nication law, said she had to turn 
in a 12-page term paper two days 
early in order to go to regionals. 
"It's stressful having to travel 
because we have the same work 
load as other students," she said. 
'We just take time on the road to 
get everything taken care of." 
The team trainer, Shaya Han-
cock, went with the team to ev-
ery competition. Hancock said 
she takes care of the girls' inju-
ries and calls herself the "mom of 
the team." Hancock is an athletic 
training major and is roommates 
with Lackey. 
Veitenheimer said they could not 
make it without Hancock's help. 
"She kept us going and held us 
together," Veitenheimer said. • 
www.harding.edu/thebison/ 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Senior Lori Boren became 
the first Harding soccer player to 
be named to ESPN's Academic 
All-America Nov. 23. 
Boren, an Early Childhood 
Education major from Oak Ridge, 
Tenn., completed her career hold-
ing school records for the most 
goals with 33, most assists with 
31 and most points with 97. 
Boren was joined by senior 
Becky Taylor, junior Megan Hatch-
er and freshman Cheryl Dovichak 
on the Gulf South Conference's 
first team. 
Taylor recorded two goals 
and five assists for the season 
and was one of the top defensive 
midfielders in the league. 
Hatcher was the top defender 
for the Lady Bisons. During the 
season she set school records for 
goals against average (.97) and 
shutouts with 10. 
This was Hatcher's second 
consecutive first team All-Confer-
ence award. 
In her first season as a Lady 
Bison, Dovichak set Harding re-
cods for single season saves with 
117, for goals against average 
(.95), wins with 14 and shutouts 
with eight. Dovichak also led 
the GSC in shutouts and goals 
against average. 
Head coach Greg Harris was 
named Coach of the Year for the 
second year in a row, leading the 
team to a 15-4-1 record. 
FOOTBALL 
Juniors Torrance Daniels, 
David Feliciano, Scott Dutile and 
Travis DeSisso were named to 
Gulf South Conference teams 
.Nov. 16. · 
D!lnlels received firsUeam, ·-, 
honors.· He ranked third on the · · 
Bison team with 64 tackles and 
tied for the team lead in intercep-
tions with four. 
This is Daniels second-
straight first team honor. 
Feliciano.was the first Hard-
ing tight end to lead the team in 
receiving since Thad Hill in 1993. 
Feliciano lead the team with 51 
receptions for 683 yards and 1 0 
touchdowns. 
He was ranked ninth in the 
GSC for receptions per game 
and tenth in receiving yards per 
game. His 10 touchdowns tied for 
third in the Harding record books 
for most touchdowns in a single 
season. 
Dutile lead the team's 
defense with 86 tackles. He 
recorded two interceptions during 
the season and was ranked 14th 
in the GSC with 7.8 tackles per 
game. 
DeSisso, the team's starting 
defensive back, received acco-. 
lades as a special teams player 
and lead te team with four tackles 
on punt coverage. 
He also lead the team and the 
GSC in sacks with eight. 
DeSisso was joined by junior 
Aaron Mitchell, receiving honors 
on the Academic All-District VI 
Football Team. 
Delicious holiday 
. treats that are sure 
to make you smile 
this Christmas 
season! 
Need a Christmas &iff? fJ 
• &iff Cards 0 
(' T-Shirts 
ADVERTISE 
THE BISON 
279-4330 
e 404 N Moss (behind Captain D's) e (501) 279-0303 
Open Monday-Friday 11-5, Saturday 11-2 
- &iff Baskets 
(' Mugs 
Midnight Oil 
Coffeehouse 
801 E. Race St. 
WWN.harding.edulthebison/ 
.Bisons win two 
• games tn a ro·w 
SARAH CRIST 
sports editor 
.After a disappointing first.game 
loss in the Harding C.lass:ic, the Bison 
basketball team is looking to con-
tinue its current two-game winning 
streak Saturday at 8 p.m. against the 
University of Afubama- Hunstville 
in the Rhodes Field House. 
Indiana Tech, the No. 8 team 
.in NAJA Division ll, defeated 
the Bisons in the Harding Clas-
sic. Nev.26bya~ 
of98-95. 
during the season opener Nov. 
14 against Arkansas Baptist. 
After wearing a cast for ap-
proximately 10 days doctors X-
rayed Hall's wrist and found 
that the hairline fracture had 
healed enough for Hall to re-
turn to the court. 
"My wrist.is better," Hall ~d. 
"'t.hasn t completely healed yet, 
but it's good enough for me tQ 
play with." 
For the second game in a 
row, six Bi-
The game came 
down to the final 
23 seconds with the 
lead changing three 
times and ending in 
the Warriors' vic-
tory. 
''We have a lot of work 
left to do to get better, but 
we're happy and we're 
doing well." 
sons recorded 
double-digit 
scoring and 
accounted for 
80 of the team's 
90 points. 
JUNIOR MATT HALL 
The Bisons came 
back from the loss 
Junior lon-
nie Smith lead 
the team, scor-
ing 24 points 
Nov. 27 when they defeated the 
University of Science and Arts of 
Oklahoma 95-88 in the Classic. The 
team had six players score in double 
digits during the game and accu-
mulated 56 points from the paint. 
followed by freshman Ceso 
Sprewell with 13. 
The team shot 62 percent in 
the second half and shot more 
than 50 percent overall for the 
fourth game in a row. 
"I was really proud of the way 
that our gu.ys recovered, coach 
Jeff Morgan said. 'After our loss 
to Indiana Tech, our team came 
out with a strong win." 
"The guys really took care 
of the ball Monday night," 
Morgan said. "Their defense 
was stronger and we played 
as a team." 
In the Nov. 29 game against the 
University of Alabama-Huntsville, 
junior Matt Hall returned to the 
line-up after fracturing his wrist 
Hall is happy With the start of 
theseasonsofar. "Wehavealot 
of work left to do, but we're happy 
and we're doing well." • 
MEN'S BASKE1BAI.L>> 3-1 WOMEN'S BASKEJBAlL>> 4-2 
Harding 
UAH 
Harding 
USAO 
-90 
74 
95 
88 
Harding 79 
UAH 74f 
Harding 59 
NorthAiabama 57 
Congratulations to last issue's winner enior Grant Taylor! We re 
adding NCAA Basketball to our picks this week so have fun pick-
ing your favorites. Our tie:breaker this week is tonight's game 
between the Lady Bisons and Lyon College. Same thing as usual, 
pick your favorite teams, rip this form out of the paper, fill it out 
(ioclncling the EXACT score of the tie breaker) and drop ilin tl1e 
Sports Challenge box on the ledge next to the U.S. l>ost Office 
window by 10 p.m. Friday, Dec. 3. Good luck! 
Nrume ______________________ __ 
Box# ____________ _ 
Phone# 
NCM Football 
Virginia Tech @ Miami 
Auburn @ Tennessee 
Colorado @ Oklahoma 
Army®Navy 
USC@UCLA 
NCAA Basketball 
Memphis @ Purdue 
_ Indiana @ Connecticut _ 
Kentucky@ North Carolina 
Pacific @ Kansas 
Massachusetts @ Gonzaga 
Tie Breaker: 
NCM Basketball 
Guess the winner and exact score 
of Friday's Lady Bison game 
_ Harding vs. Lyon _ 
*Editors picks are in bold 
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Photo courtesy of Kevin Chastine 
Senior Will Dockery looks to pass the Frisbee down the field in a rwional gatne against the University of Central Arkansas last 
year. The Ullimate Frisbee dub team began two years ago and has since become a comj>etitive team in a short a moun I of time. In last 
year's season the team competed in the regional touma!Jlent and played Division I schools from all over the country. 
Frisbee team Soars in tourney 
KATIE COZZENS 
student reporter 
Harding's IDt imate F.risbee 
club team competed in the Gob-
bler Get-Down taurnament Nov. 
P ·l ~d wa:lked tWay · tn 
second place :finish. 
The tquma.ment, held at Burns 
Park in Little Roci4 :Ark., drew 
11 teams and. lasted two days. On 
the first day, club and University 
teams played in their..o.wn diyi-
sj.ons, and on the seconcl day they 
played each other. 
'The teams participated in pool 
play on !!he first day o,fthe tourna-
ment to determine seeds for the 
next day:' senior Justin Bland said. 
"The tournament ~tually started 
on the second day." 
Forthefirsfti.meintheclubspo~s 
hist.ory two women competed with 
the team for the tournament. 
''It was a lot of fun playing-with 
the teairl, ' senior Caroline Fred-
erick said. "It was kind of newe· 
wracking for them because they 
had never had girls play with them, 
and I think they weren.ervous that 
one of us would get hmt. I was 
worried that I was going to mess 
up and maK:e the guys mad but 
they were allrea.Ily g~.-eat." 
The men on the team were proud 
to have t:.o women participate in 
.. . and parental billing 
is available! 
309 V\/isconsm St. 
368-TIRE (8473) 
the tournament with them. 
"The girls did an amazing job " 
Bland said. 'They had never played 
in a tournament and the style. of 
play is a lot differept than our 
practices. They handled the play 
ver well and we 
Hopefu1ly this year we'll return to 
regionals and go farther . ., 
Since Ultimate Frisbee is not a 
st:hool-sponsored ~:rt, the team 
members -raise money by selling 
T -shirts and pays for travel ex:· 
pe..eses with their 
ere an proud 0 
have them on our 
team." 
Although the 
weekend ended 
in a 15 -13 loss to 
a club team for Har-
ding, Bland said he 
was proud of how 
the team played 
"We struggled a little bit 
towards the end of the 
tournament but I thought 
we played well together. 
own money. 
"When we go tQ 
tvumali\eots, we get 
in each others cars 
and gp; junior Bran-
don Stone said. We had a blast' 
Dockery s"aid 
fans and Frisbee 
enthusias t on 
cam})us can also 
join. in t h e fun. 
SENIOR JUSTIN BLAND 
throughout the 
tournament. 
"We struggled a little bit towards 
the end of the tournament but 1 
thought we played well together," 
he said. c.rw-e had a blast." 
The team has already started 
prepating for its upcoming season. 
Beginning:i:n_January, the team 
will compete against schools such 
as the University of Kansa:s, Ar-
kansas State University and Van-
derbilt. 
"Our strategy is to get to the 
.national tournamenj;," senior Will 
Doc}:ery Said. "Last year we made. it 
into the first round of playoffs. We 
lost in thefustroundlast y~ in 
quadruple overtime to Kansas State. 
~~~ 
Ptol'lre ----...l.lf 
Service C~ter. Inc. ~ ! 
.s 
CJDD 
"Anyone can come out and play 
with us on Tuesday and Thurs-
days at 4 p.m. at Harding Park, 
he said. "We're always loo1ringfor 
new players .'' . 
Harding has two differentUlti-
mate Frisbee teams, with the "A 
team for serious players and the 
"B" team for those whose interest 
is more recreational. . 
· Frederick said she is also help-
ing start a women's team next se· 
mester. 
"W e'.re going t:.o put .flyers up 
around campus for a practice " 
Frederick said. "From there we re 
just going to see who shows up and 
what we have to work with." • 
. . 
• 
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ph 0 t 0 
submission 
contest 
The first Students• Best Photo Submission Contest for the Bison 
drew in 84 entries. The Bison received a wide range of photographs. 
The subjects included a parade in South America, Harding land-
scapes, flowers and sunsets, among others. 
When it came to choosing the winners, the Bison looked for 
picture quality, creativity, composition and uniqueness. Chelsea 
Roberson, the Bison photographer, chose her top five favorites out 
of the stack of submissions. 
The top five will receive gift certificates via campus mail from lo-
cal restaurants. Thank you to the sponsors and to all those who sent 
in entries. 
This contest will be back. Be watching for a second·r~~nd of Stu-
dents' Best next semester. But for now, just keep shooting. A good· 
picture is worth a thousand words. A thousand words, however, can 
never compare with a good picture. 
MAJOR: 
Computer engineeri~ 
math 
PICJUREDEJAU.S: 
'MIIiams took'lhis_ phoJo. 
in Pragueofa ~ 
along lhe'Al!M.Rlver 
...mae~willla 
1-Wng.proglalll th 
24,2003. 
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the students' best photo submission contest 
Dairy Queen ... Lenny's ... Casa Brava ... Pizza Pro ... 
Ryan's Steakhouse ... Grandpa's BBQ ... Midnight Oil 
thanks sponsors. 
Ymw.harding.edu/thebison! 
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